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WALKING STICK ICE GRIP
The Walking Stick Ice Grip is suitable for most walking
sticks and crutches with tubing or ferrule sizes between
19mm & 22mm diameter. It may help users when using
their walking aids in snow or icy weather conditions.
The Ice Grip is covered by a 6-month comprehensive
warranty covering design and manufacturing defects.
This does not include wear and tear, accidental damage
or misuse. In the event of a defect, Drive Medical will
supply replacement Ice Grips.

To flip up the Ice
Grip when not in
use, push the
two white ends
together and lift
the Ice Grip up
until it locks in
position.
To flip down the
Ice Grip to use,
push the two
white ends
together then
lower the Ice
Grip until it locks
in position.

This warranty is supplied to the end user by Drive
Medical Ltd and does not affect your statutory rights.

The Ice Grip comes with 2 pairs of screws.

The Ice Grip can
be locked in the up
position when not
in use (see prior
instructions on how
to do this).

The shorter screws are to install the Ice Grips on
narrow diameter tubing.
The longer screws are to install the Ice Grips on wide
diameter tubing.
To Install the Ice Grip,
remove the two screws
with a screw driver and
position the Ice Grip
around the bottom of the
cane (as shown left).

CAUTION:
SHARP SPIKES
The Ice Grip
features sharp
spikes which could
cause injury if the
spikes come in to
contact with the
user or another
person.

Ensure the spikes are
located at the bottom of
the ferrule.
Secure the Ice Grip by
attaching either the 2 short
screws (for narrow tube) or
the 2 long screws (for wide
tube).

Ice Grip shown in the UP position

Ensure that the
spike do not touch
user or any other
person.

